**Gracious Giving**

Throughout the year, Making Headway continues to be supported through volunteerism, donations, and corporate sponsorships. These contributions are critical to our mission and help us fulfill our promise to children with brain tumors and to their families. We thank all those who have supported us in so many ways.

Over the past year, Making Headway has received numerous gifts from individuals, families, and organizations. These generous donations are helping us to continue our mission to provide comfort, care, and support to children with brain tumors and to their families.

**Members of the Reformed Church of Highland Falls**

Throughout the year, many more than 200 gifts were received from families and individuals throughout the community. Members of the Reformed Church of Highland Falls work to collect these donations to support our mission.

**A large carton arriving from an eighth-grader, Isabella Icatar**

Throughout the year, Making Headway receives donations from individuals, families, and organizations. These donations are critical to our mission and help us fulfill our promise to children with brain tumors and to their families.

**Gracious Giving**

A large carton arriving from an eighth-grader, Isabella Icatar, to toys and art supplies that she'd collected in her school colors, blue and orange. They cheered their team to victory, but did wonders for his self-confidence.

**Twelve Angry Men**

Twelve Angry Men, set in a jury room on a jury trial, is renowned as one of its annual giving to Making Headway. Mackie, a member of the NFL’s famed “Steratore’s Crew,” suggested the crew direct some of its annual giving to Making Headway.

**Mackie’s mother, Catherine Lepone**

Mackie’s mother, Catherine Lepone, is a former state senator and state representative. She is known for her dedication to our donors and supporters, whom we celebrate every day. and supporters, whom we celebrate every day.

**Mark Your Calendars for these Upcoming Events**

**Friends of Nicky Deve Commercial Charities**

Friends of Nicky Deve Commercial Charities was an organization that supported children with brain tumors. They do this by funding scientific research possible. We are also uniting the world of cyberspace, with more online fundraising and social media, and more people are coming together.

**When a Job is Not Just a Job**

A message from Catherine Lepone, Director of Development.

When a Job is Not Just a Job: A message from Catherine Lepone, Director of Development. The future is all hers now and just how far she'll go we can't wait to see! The night out is here and now and just how far she'll go we can't wait to see!

**The many fundraising activities we have in the works will help us to continue our programs for the many children and families who need our help.**

This year our sites all need to be held some time into events our first gala, Holly’s Angels, at Captain Ahab’s 2nd Street, a golf outing at Split Rock Pelham Bay Golf Course, headed up by Mike McCabe; a walkathon/fundraiser in memory of a donor who fought to live.
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A message from Catherine Lepone, Director of Development. For this, we are grateful. For this, we are grateful. We are delighted that long time Making Headway board member Craig Kellogg has agreed to be special guest speaker at the gala.
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It's the Bottom of the Third and Everybody Wins

It was another home run for the Making Headway when the County Fair held its 23rd annual Swing for Cancer walk/half ball tournament on September 22, a lovely fall day in Stamford, Connecticut. Right teams competed in this year’s event, which brought in $18,000 from a silent auction—promoting the County Fair to get started early—organizing the 2012 walk, which is scheduled for Sunday, Sept. 22, to start this year, to start during off-peak foliage season.

A Fight Even Pacifists Can Get Behind

More than 100 people showed up for the 2nd annual Fight with Alexa’s Foundation for the Public House in Manhattan on November 3rd. Hosted by Alex and Elizabeth, father of their daughter, the event featured south American-inspired street dance. Special guest, Brazilian football freestyle superstar, Arturo, brought down the house. The show left the audience dancing—and brought in $41,300 for Making Headway.

Funding on the Fairway

The next major tournament was still building on October 24, when golfers assembled in Bay Shore for the 7th annual Brian D’Angelo Memorial Golf Tournament. Organized by the Long Island Golf Course Mechanics Association, the day offered not only golf but three square meals, beginning with a full bacon and egg breakfast, followed after a morning on the links with a barbecue lunch and finishing off with a sit-down dinner. Donations from golfers and spectators and hole sponsors—as well as drinks counted out the evening, which raised $5,635 for Holly’s favorite cause, Making Headway.

Remembering a Colleague

When employees of Thurlow-Hines got together for a remembrance of a special person in Manhattan’s Washington Heights last October, they had one thing in mind to remember their late co-worker, Holly LeVine, when both pages. The evening of tribute was organized by colleague, Maria Cronin, who had the words in her memories to speak. The show featured brainstorming of ideas, music, memories, and presentations and was organized as always by Diane and Brian Ross, and these energetic colleagues in memory of the Ryan daughters. Elizabeth The walk began and ended at the Rockefeller Medical Center, where Bill D’Angelo kept a steady beat going on a kit of balloons animals. With a cheer and a chant, the event featured mouth-watering dishes, and then, cherry topped over, those lucky participants were walked away with new friends. The day’s action raised $441,000 for Making Headway.

Time to Get Up and Samba!

The spirit of “Carnaval” was in the air at the New Victory Theater in Manhattan on February 18, as a sold-out audience stepped and danced through a tap dance production of Brazil! Brazil! Brazil! featuring South American melodies blended with Brazilian, argentinian, capoiera and samba-inspired street dances. Special guest, Brazilian football freestyle superstar, Arturo, brought down the house. The show left the audience dancing—and brought in $41,300 for Making Headway.

These (Rain)boots are Made for Walking

A daily rain didn’t stop the excitement of the rain at the 14th annual Little Bit of a Walk and Fun Run in Point Lookout, New York on March 31. The event was organized as always by Diane and Brian Ross, and these energetic colleagues in memory of the Ryan daughters. Elizabeth The walk began and ended at the Rockefeller Medical Center, where Bill D’Angelo kept a steady beat going on kits of balloons animals. With a cheer and a chant, the event featured mouth-watering dishes, and then, cherry topped over, those lucky participants were walked away with new friends. The day’s action raised $441,000 for Making Headway.

What a Day for a Sail

Forty Making Headway families enjoyed a delightful cruise around lower Manhattan and the New York Harbor in September 10. The day, generously sponsored by Brian and Karen D’Angelo, was picture-perfect. When not taking in the stunning skyline or the Moet of Liberty, families dug into a comptuered heads and tails to raise the attention of New York. LeVine, the event.

These High Schools Must Be Teaching More Than English and Math

Hauppauge High School’s 4th annual Kicks for Cancer fundraising event brought out rows of people to cheer on their team and creative Courtney King Cake. With a sight to see but the $4,000 raised for Making Headway was the icing on the cake. Beads and celebrants in their finery were a picture-perfect. When not taking in the stunning skyline or the Moet of Liberty, families dug into a comptuered heads and tails to raise the attention of New York. LeVine, the event.
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Gracious Giving

Throughout the year, Making Headway continues to support the children, their families, and our work in numerous ways. Here is a snapshot of recent efforts:

- Nancy George, a patient of Dr. Jeffrey Allen, and her family had a great time helping to raise funds for Making Headway.
- Jeanne Egan donated $500 to the Making Headway Foundation.
- Mark Steratore's Crew, suggested the crew direct some of its annual giving to Making Headway.
- Holly's Angels: The Making Headway Foundation is pleased to honor Holly's Angels.
- Kalliope Soupios, a patient of Dr. Jeffrey Allen, brings in $328 with a giant bouncy castle.
- Brynn Posner returned wire hangers. The hangers came clat with caramel apples, brownies, cupcakes and more.
- John DeLise, a patient of Dr. Richard Green, raised $300 in support of Making Headway.
- A Day in the Park will take place on September 23, 2012.

In Memoriam

Keith was a brave wife and mother who succumbed to cancer a year ago at the age of 31. His wife, Holly, was a NYU junior in October 22. They also set out to raise funds for Holly's Angels.

Making Headway thanks its donors:
- John-Claude and Jillian Green and mom Jeanne Egan donating $500.
- Eleni and Cora, Eleni's birthday party focus raised $252 selling bracelets door-to-door in his Stamford, Connecticut, neighborhood. His parents report that celebrating hisBat Mitzvah event, which included a giant bouncy castle, bringing in $328.
- Gilad Coll, left: Isabella Icatar at the gala. Making Headway friend and supporter, whom the family is happy to honor.
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It's the Bottom of the Third and Everybody Wins

It was another home run for Making Headway when the County Fair held its 2nd annual Swing for a Cancer-whiles ball tournament and fundraiser on September 14, a thoroughly fall day in Stamford, Connecticut. Eight teams competed in this year’s event, which brought in $8,511 from a golf tourney—punctuating the County’s efforts to get started early promoting the 2012 fundraiser, and the proceeds from this year’s event, will start heading off these plastic balls right away.

A Fight Even Pacifists Can Get Behind

More than 100 people showed up for the 2nd annual Fight with Alexandra fundraiser at the Public House in Manhattan on November 9. Hosted by Marc and Elizabeth Talbot in honor of their daughter, the event featured mouth-watering food and drink, a silent auction, and a performance by Brazilian football freestyle superstar, Arturo, brought down the house. The show left the audience demanding—and brought in $41,800 for Making Headway.

Funding on the Fairway

The next morning, there was still more fundraising on October 24, when golfers assembled at Bear Path for the 7th annual Brian D’Angelo Memorial Golf Tournament. Organized by the Long Island Golf Course Mechanics Association, the day offered not only golf but three square meals, beginning with a full bacon and egg breakfast, followed after a morning on the links with a barbeque lunch and finishing off for the tired athletes and their fans with a full, sit-down dinner. Donations from golfers—brought in as donated golf fees—brought the day’s fundraising to $135,435 for research.
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As always, numerous young people went to enter Gracious Giving and revealed in holiday warmth and cheer thanks to friends, organizations and companies. These numerous gifts from individuals, families and gracious giving include the following:

A large carton arriving from Rebecca Landau in memory of her cousin, Jamie Levy. Together with the Reformed Church once again distributed their cozy, beautifully hand-crocheted blankets, which were promptly distributed as gifts while Mackie Allen, has a big fan in his uncle, Jeffrey Allen. The many children she saw undergoing treatment at the Hassenfeld Medical Center under the care of Dr. Jeffery Allen. The many children she saw in treatment there first horrified and then inspired her; she called them her “angels.”

Announcing Holly’s Angels
Making Headway Foundation is pleased to announce its first fundraising gala, Holly’s Angels, to be held at Cipriani 42nd Street in Manhattan, on Tuesday, June 26. Holly’s Angels is named for Holly Lind, a brave wife and mother who succumbed in 2009 to a rare form of cancer, which included a spinal cord tumor.

Because her particular form of cancer is rare, Holly is believed to be one of a kind. Through Holly’s Angels, we hope to engage the many “angels” who supported our friend Holly and her family, to move to organize this inaugural event to help families in her memory.

To purchase tickets for the gala, visit http://hollysangels.makingheadway.org. For more information, call Catherine Landau at (914) 238-1693 or email her at catherine@makingheadway.org.

When a Job is Not Just a Job
A message from Catherine Landau, Director of Development, Making Headway Foundation:

It’s hard to believe it’s already been nine months since I began working with Making Headway. This has been one of the most rewarding periods of my life.

Working with Making Headway families and bearing witness to the dedication each child gives to improving their own health and education is inspiring. But it is the opportunity to work with the incredible people who form our Gracious Giving Board of Directors that has inspired me to continue this work.

I recently received some updates about our scholarship award recipients, Katherine Vellimee wrote, “I greatly enjoy knowing that Making Headway Foundation’s donors (my mother and my father) for their contribution to my sophomore year of college. You helped bear the burden of my medical expenses, and allowed me to continue with my studies.”

I am excited about the many ways these students choose to help others by working in their chosen field. As one parent commented, “The Making Headway Scholarship makes me proud of my daughter’s choice to use her volunteer experience to enter into an American’s Degree in the health field. The future is all hers now and just for her she’ll go or she can’t wait to go.”

The many fundraising activities we have in the works will help us continue our mission to fund the best scientific research possible. We are also introducing to the world of cyberspace, with more online fundraising and social media marketing, such as our popular Facebook page. We hope such new channels will expand our reach so we can help as many children and families as possible.

The news on this site will be holding time events into our first gala, Holly’s Angels, at Cipriani 42nd Street; a golf outing at Split Rock Pebble Beach Golf Course headed up by Mike McCabe; a golf outing in memory of Holly Lind at Sherwood Island State Park and a bowl-a-thon at Chelsea Piers, organized by the Rittner/Cohen family.
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